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Other professional writing programs 

x Carnegie Mellon University 
o Program designed to develop articulate and reflective writing professionals with 

skills to negotiate contexts, analytical and problem solving skills to understand 
and keep pace with current/ technological changes 

o Broad program w/ common core from English dept 
o Consultations with faculty to choose complementary electives to interests, move 

into the rhetoric, language studies, & writing courses 
o Experience (campus publications, on/off campus employment opportunities) 
o Breaks down the necessity of the program, header of students smiling, simple 

colors, course emphasis of gaining skills, contact info  
x Miami University (Ohio)  

o Program clearly defined. Writing in diverse media for specific purposes, stresses 
effective communication w/ rhetorical theories and strategies for audience 
persuasion 

o Core curriculum in several mediums, learning more than just one area 
o Links to resources of professional organizations 
o Simple 4 color scheme, focus on highlights and career opportunities 

x Champlain College 
o Strong foundation in mechanics of good writing editing 
o Offer traditional writing courses and varied electives (screenwriting, playwriting, 

food writing, children’s books, songwriting, grant writing) 
x Fairleigh Dickinson University 

o Providing students with advanced theoretical grounding and practical experience 
to apply media and organizational concepts and skills to a wide range of 
professions and advanced studies in a global and intercultural context 

o Puts a large emphasis on social interaction through writing and professionalism 
x Clemson University 

o The program is designed to combine theory, while practicing written, visual and 
digital communication in professional contexts 

o The focal point of their program is ensuring that their students understand how to 
take the professional jargon and literacy in an industry and consolidate that into 
more easily digestible information 

x James Madison University 
o Combine work in theory, writing, text design and analysis of communication 

systems and contexts to help students acquire the knowledge and skills needed to 
begin careers in writing, rhetoric and technical communication  

o The central purpose is to teach design and theory 
o Internships producing things for different industries 



 

x Michigan State University 
o Combine the website content with good visuals, such as videos and interviews. 
o The program has three tracks that students can choose from.  
o Focuses a lot of the digital aspect of writing and rhetoric. 

 

Media Release Important information 

x UCF launching a new major 

x In line with the goals of the university, part of nationwide movement 

x What writing and rhetoric is 

x Number of hours and flexibility of the program 

x Writing center jobs and specifics of copy editors, journalism  

x Written communication, analytical, and verbal communication skills were among the top 

eight attributes employers look for 

x Impending job growth of written industries 

x A number of industries are seeking to employ writing specialists in writing and 

communication- based professions 

x Includes technical writing, journalism, health and medicine, biotechnology, tourism and 

hospitality, and public relations sectors 

x Students will receive training in rhetoric, writing, and literacy studies, preparing them to 

critically analyze and produce texts for a variety of audiences and contexts 

x Service learning projects with organizations and businesses 

x E-portfolio as an online presence for students, can be used for resume purposes 

x For more information, visit writingandrhetoric.cah.ucf,edu or to schedule an advising 

appointment, please contact writingandrhetoric@ucf.edu 

mailto:writingandrhetoric@ucf.edu


Writing and Rhetoric Interview Questions 

Please read the following questions and answer as best as possible: 

 

Are you in the program? 

(If yes, major or minor? & what is your major?) (if no, what is your major?) 

 

 

What attracted you to your major? 

 

 

Did you know there is a Writing and Rhetoric major? 

 

 

What do you think when you hear “writing and rhetoric? 

 

 

What jobs do you think you can have with that degree? 

 

 

What job do you want? 

 

Look at document 

What is your first impression of the document? 

 

 

At first glance, what would you change about the document? 

 

What important information should be on the document?  



 

Gabby 

x Student 1: 
o No, I am not in the writing and rhetoric program.  My major is creative writing. 
o I was attracted to my major because I think my writing style is more creative, I 

enjoy reading fiction and creative non-fiction. 
o Yes, I was aware of the writing and rhetoric program. 
o I think of educational journals and editing when I hear "Writing & Rhetoric". 
o My first impression is jobs writing and editing educational books and journals. 
o My the job I want with my degree is an author of best selling books. 
o My first impression of the flyer is the colors.  It does not read well, white font on 

black.  The logo is not good either.  Should rhetoric start with a capital R? 
o Starting with "Announcing new UCF major" is not quite right.  Also use 

"University of Central Florida" and "Bachelors of Arts" instead of the initials. 
o Information I would want to know is what are if any prerequisites needed to being 

the program.  How many credit hours needed to complete.  If there are professors 
teaching the courses that are published in the field.  What minors can I have with 
the major, or can this be a minor?   

x Student 2: 
o No, I'm an Interdisciplinary Studies Major with a focus in Environmental Studies 
o My passion for nature and the environment 
o No 
o I had never heard of it before so I found myself asking what exactly it was 
o With Writing & Rhetoric, I would think you could do any job that has to do with 

communication 
o I would like to be an environmental educator, whether that is inside a classroom 

or at a nature center of some sort 
o It caught my eye, being white on black rather than black on white, but it is a little 

difficult to read 
o I would change the font. Either make it a little larger or bolder so that it is easier 

to read. I'm not a fan of the blue. I think it would look better with just the black, 
white, and gold. Also, at the top, "writing" is in a scripted font while rhetoric is 
not... looks odd to me and I noticed that "rhetoric" is not capitalized either 
although it is capitalized in the title below. "Department of" should also be 
centered and not overlapping the two different colored backgrounds or move the 
entire "Department of Writing & Rhetoric" to the right so that it isn't overlapping 
(if you don't want to center the wording) 

o I would want to know examples of the classes that fall under the major include to 
give me a better understanding of the major. Are there any prerequisites for the 
major? I would also like to know who the advisors would be and how I can 
contact them if I had more questions or was interested in pursuing the major.  

x Student 3: 



o No, I am an English Literature major, and I used to have a digital media minor. 
o Yes, I knew it as a minor, but never knew what it entailed. 
o Advanced paper-writing, a.k.a something like academic journals and the 

arguments found within. 
o Technical and academic writing, jobs that require high critical thinking and 

problem solving skills, communications, education. 
o Anything with writing, be that editing, article writing, novel writing, technical 

writing, copy writing, ghostwriting. Basically a professional wordsmith, as it 
were. 

o Technical and academic writing, jobs that require high critical thinking and 
problem solving skills, communications, education. 

o Anything with writing, be that editing, article writing, novel writing, technical 
writing, copy writing, ghostwriting. Basically a professional wordsmith, as it 
were. 

o It doesn't immediately catch the eye because the colors aren't working very well. 
Also, the information is quite extensive--unless I'm bored while waiting for 
something, I won't really want to stop in the middle of walking to read it. 

o As a graphic designer, I would choose brighter colors that catch the eye--yellows 
and reds and oranges stick out beautifully. Try a complementary color scheme--
orange and blue, yellow and purple, red and green--those color schemes are meant 
to be eye catching and pleasing.  
 
Take a look at these fliers for example, and imagine seeing them in a hallway. 
You'd like to read these, wouldn't you?: 
 



 
 



 
 



 



 
 
Also, for the language, I think making it more concise will be better. Concise is 
easier to read for a passing student in the hallway--you'll get more reads if it's 
shorter. If a student is interested in the degree, they'll research it, so I think a 
flyer's job is to get the attention--not explain everything in excruciating detail. 
The best thing is to have a web address with all of the pertinent information on it, 
that way you get the attention, and interested students can find out more when 
they have more time. 
 
Also, adopting a more entertaining voice would help attract students to the 
program. Saying something like "Hey, have you ever thought about how 
important writing is? You do it for school, obviously, but what about in the 



workplace? Imagine all those future e-mails you'll have to compose, all those 
formal annual reports you'll have to scrounge together, all those people you have 
to keep in the loop about the boss's secret birthday party this week. Writing and 
Rhetoric can help with all of that, and more!" 
 
I think it helps students to have specific examples of what the major can do for 
them. I know I'd like that as a student. 

o 1) I would want to know specifically what I can do with that major. Something 
concrete, like "this major will prepare you for a job in communications 
management, such as coordinating events etc." 
2) I'd want to know the skills I'd develop. Specifically, will this major help me 
better write work documents? Will it give me the skills to craft a website on my 
own? Will it help me grow my portfolio by giving me assignments that I can use 
for job interviews? 
3) I'd want to know how many credits the program needs. Also, I'd like to see a 
sample of the titles of the classes required. Maybe prerequisites. Maybe some 
other catching information, like "the professors work in their field" or "Small 
class sizes" etc.  
4) Contact information for questions!! Also, a website where I can find out more 
information 
 

Gabi 

x Andrea: 
o Writing and rhetoric is my minor. 
o I knew I wanted to pursue advertising and public relations after taking into to 

advertising and reading about the industry. 
o Yes, I’m aware there is a writing and rhetoric major. 
o When I hear writing and rhetoric, I think of writing pieces in order to persuade an 

audience. 
o I think employers of all kinds appreciate and desire strong writing skills in their 

employees, so this degree is really transferrable. 
o Out of college, I would love to work at an advertising agency and work in the 

accounts department. 

Al 

x Student 1: 
o Radio/TV (Broadcast Journalist Track) major. Political science minor 
o I've always loved writing. I wrote for my high school news paper and entered 

college as a print journalism major. Shortly afterwards, I decided to switch to 
broadcast journalism because I liked adding video to my stories. 

o I knew there was a minor, but not a major. 



o I think of writing and editing papers. "Rhetoric" makes me think of a rhetorical 
question. 

o Speech writer for campaigns, press release writer/communications department at 
different businesses. 

o I want to be a television news reporter. 
o I like the color scheme. It attracts me to read more, especially since there's a black 

background instead of the typical white paper flyers. The words "create, engage, 
transform" at the top also make me want to learn more. 

o There needs to be another logo. Perhaps a "pen is mightier than the sword" type 
logo and quote? I also think the "Key Requirements" section can be taken out. If 
students are interested, they will look up that information themselves. Having so 
much writing on one flyer may discourage students to continue reading. Also, the 
words should be bigger. 

o Everything except for the "Key Requirements" section should be on the 
document. 

x Student 2: 
o Radio/TV - Dance 
o My passion for news and people, interacting with the public. 
o No I did not. 
o I think of writing related to people and how they interact with the world. 
o Journalist, marketing, author, etc.  
o A reporter 
o It's a lot to take in, small font, needs more color 
o Make points needed stand out, more color  
o How to qualify, what you need to do in the minor, etc. 

x Student 3: 
o RTV, Political Science 
o It was what I wanted to do since high school.  
o No I only knew there was a minor.  
o Writing and rhetoric means the ability and knowledge to communicate.  
o A writer/journalist  
o A reporter  
o The colors look nice but it looks like too much information  
o The font is too small which makes it look like a lot of information to read. 
o Why the major matters 

x Student 4: 
o RTV 
o I wanted to be able to interact more with the community and impact leaders. 
o No 
o I think academic and boring. 
o Speech writing, ghost writing 
o Host my own show 
o Long, vague questions and I don't know the purpose 



o Add multiple choice questions and be more specific with questions 
o Intentions or what you hope to discover through this survey 

x Student 5: 
o I am not in the major or minor. I am a Radio-Television Major with a Sociology 

minor. 
o I wanted to be in Journalism Print at first, but Broadcasting also concerns print 

and the journalism world is changing rapidly to include media. I thought it would 
be fun to be in the hectic world of TV and in a newsroom with cameras. 

o I was aware of the major. I believe it was just a minor recently? 
o When I hear writing and rhetoric I think of writing obviously but also the 

structure of sentences and everything concerning language. I also think of 
Aristotle. :) 

o I think a writing degree does not limit you at all when it comes to the workfield. It 
is important to know how to write correctly and understand it. 

o I want to be in charge of communications for a specific business. 
o My first impression of the document is that it is not appealing. The words are very 

small. 
o I would immediately change the background color. Black does not attract me to 

read the paragraphs. 
x Student 6: 

o Broadcast Journalism 
o I like hard news 
o No 
o Hemingway 
o A teacher 
o TV News Producer 
o The color scheme is a little obnoxious. Use colors but not those.  
o Make the font a little bigger, I have glasses and still strained to read it.  
o The description is too vague. Why do I want to take this, what specifically can I 

do with this major?  
x Student 7: 

o Yes, I'm in the minor. My major is Broadcast Journalism 
o It was the best education for what I want to do with my life. 
o Yes 
o Writing in a persuasive manner with emphasis on different groups discourse 

communities and the way they communicate with one another. 
o Author, journalist, communications person, storyteller, activist, press secretary 
o Journalist  
o The font is a little small for the document and there are large blocks of text which 

makes people not want to read it. 
o The font and the color scheme. 



o What type of students would benefit most from the Major. Use bold face for the 
most important information. Number of credits it takes to graduate and where to 
find the course catalog on when classes are offered and in what semesters. 

x Student 8: 
o RTV/Theater 
o The on-air television aspect. 
o No 
o Just a lot of writing.  
o With just that major alone... None. Unless you're a book writer maybe.  
o TV host 
o It's definitely eye catching.  
o Nothing. I think it's visually engaging.  
o I think it should make the major sound a little more appealing. Maybe give real 

life examples of what people are doing with the degree 

Johanna 

x Emily: 
o No, I am double majoring in Marketing and Event Management. 
o They are both very versatile and have a high demand. Almost every company has 

a marketing department as well as the need of event management. The 2 majors 
used together also increase career opportunities. 

o No 
o I think about a very broad skill that is used in every day-to-day life. 
o Anything that requires frequently writing articles, speeches, or letters. For 

example, I think the degree would fit in at a law firm where both analyzing 
reports and writing speeches is very important. 

o I want to work for a large company/corporation and be able to promote and sell a 
product or message to a wide audience. 

o I thought it was a very good quick overview of the major.  
o I would honestly only change the layout of the header/footer to make the 

announcement of the new major more noticeable. 
o Maybe a quick explanation as to what kind of careers you can get with the major. 

x Taylor: 
o –  
o Aptitude test 
o No 
o A lot of writing 
o Journalist, editor 
o Project manager 
o Very colorful 
o Condense the information 
o More descriptive information about what the  major is 

x Meghan 



o Currently working on pre requisites before applying to the nursing program, 
nursing pending 

o I love the medical field and love to help others 
o Yes, not to familiar 
o Effective or persuasive speaking or writing. 
o Specialized nurse 
o Cardiovascular specialized nurse 
o Very bright and eye catching 
o Maybe the length of the document, bold the titles more and larger text 
o Date, time, where, who it pertains to, what requirements are needed to attend, 

what to expect. 
x Brittany 

o No I am not, I am a psychology major. 
o I want to further purse a masters degree in Marriage and Family Therapy, and 

obtaining my bachelors in Psychology seemed like the best route to take. 
o Yes I did! I actually considered having a major in Writing or Rhetoric when I saw 

the information table at orientation. 
o It sounds like an exciting yet complicated major that would involve a lot of 

intensive classes. 
o Jobs that have to do with reporting or working behind the scenes with business in 

documenting whatever may be needed. 
o I want to be a marriage and family therapist, specializing in women who have 

been sexually abused. 
o It was well organized and informative, as well as persuasive. I was much more 

intrigued to learn about the major after reading the brochure. 
o The different career paths that having this degree will take you should be 

included. It sounds like a major that would help you more while in college as 
opposed to out of it. 

o More recent info sessions for people who might be interested in pursuing it in the 
future.  

  



Course Description/ Syllabuses 

x Magazine Writing: Professor William Morton 

This course is a Gordon Rule course. It contains 6000 words of evaluated writing as required by 
the English Department. Assignments which fulfill the Gordon Rule are indicated with an 
asterisk. Each has the following characteristics: 

1. The writing will have a clearly defined central idea or thesis. 

2. It will provide adequate support for that idea. 

3. It will be clearly and logically organized. 

4. It will show awareness of the conventions of standard written English. 

5. It will be formatted or presented in an appropriate way. 

 

Rhetoric and Civic Engagement: Professor Thomas Wright 

Rhetoric, the art of persuasion, is one of the most effective ways of becoming engaged in civic 
life.  This course discusses the theory and practice of rhetorical engagement.  It begins with a 
discussion of the theories of rhetoric, as set forth by the ancient Greeks.  It then moves on to an 
adaptation of these theories for the modern world, with modern media.  Finally, it guides you in 
applying these theories to civic issues that are of special interest to you. 

In completing these goals, the course also prepares you for other courses in the Department of 
Writing and Rhetoric.  It is the only required course in both the Minor in Writing and Rhetoric 
and the Certificate in Public and Professional Writing, and it leads to the creation of the e-
portfolio used in both programs. 

x Course objectives 
o Gain a working knowledge of the origins of rhetorical education and theory, and 

develop strategies to deploy rhetorical theory in analyzing and developing civic 
arguments; 

o Understand how various (and sometimes competing) models of citizenship shape 
contemporary notions, practices, and education models of civic engagement; 

o Explain the role of new media in expanding access to audiences and rhetorical 
situations; 

o Critically assess different models of citizenship and civic engagement, 
particularly as they relate to rhetoric and writing instruction; 

o Synthesize and adapt various notions and models into their own working 
definitions of rhetorical citizenship; 

o Develop an effective engagement campaign designed to enhance the civic lives 
and promote the sustained civic engagement of UCF students or members of 
another community; 



o Sharpen analytical and reflective writing skills, and refine skills in critiquing 
others’ writing and arguments; 

o Heighten self-awareness of their civic lives, their sponsors (educational and 
otherwise), and their relationships to larger models of citizenship and civic or 
community engagement;  

o Develop a plan for expanding and sustaining their civic engagement activities. 

 

Writing for Publication: Professor Debbie Weaver 

This course is aimed at preparing you to write and publish non-fiction articles and essays. While 
non-fiction can and does include Memoir and personal essays, this class is focused on articles 
you find in popular publications.  There is a strong emphasis on analyzing target audiences to 
determine what is popular, what is meaningful, what is being read.  The course focuses on how 
texts are structured, and how a writer gains credibility as well as how writers make stylistic 
choices, especially in relationship to audience and genre.  The publications we will review come 
from the National Award Winning Magazine Articles of 2013.  We will discuss a few blogs, but 
mainly the selected readings are articles that have won recognition in reporting, profiling, and 
featured categories. Students will get to write an article for the Summer edition of Imprint, 
UCF’s student magazine.   The course demands independence as well as collaboration with your 
peers. 

Writing for Publication Professor Nathan Holic 

Writing For Publication is a course that will prepare you to create audience-based writing for a 
variety of markets, all with an ultimate focus on publication. 

x Course Objectives 
o To analyze available publication markets and environments (print and online), 

and to create writing that directly targets these markets; 
o To demonstrate proficiency and versatility in publication writing skills: 

gathering and researching material, focusing an idea, developing a rhetorical 
stance; 

o To understand and practice “genre” as a strategic rhetorical choice; 
o To understand writing as a process, and to understand publication (marketing, 

querying, submission) as a rhetorical process just as important as writing; 
o To develop and refine critical reading and thinking skills; and 
o To gain confidence and control as a writer. 

Rhetoric and Pop Culture: Hip Hop 

For quite some time, Hip Hop has dominated popular culture. As a central facet of popular 
culture, however, it has become a polarizing force: people either love or hate Hip Hop for 
various reasons. 



This course will focus on rhetoric of Hip Hop in popular culture from two distinct perspectives. 
We enter into debates about hip hop and its role in popular culture (rhetoric as argument), but we 
will also think about hip hop in terms of how it functions as a way of knowing and making 
(rhetoric as epistemology/ontology).   

Specifically, we will look at how debates around hip hop function alongside people’s use of Hip 
Hop globally for community engagement and community building. Additionally, as a nod to the 
epistemological and ontological aspects of hip hop, we will also be using hip hop rhetorical 
features and tools as ways to engage with communities outside of UCF. 

In order to do this, we will be partnering with a local community of folks who we think could 
best benefit from Hip Hop rhetorics. (I will offer some potential partners early on in the class.) 
Additionally, we will be using or practicing hip hop elements (of your choosing). 

x Course Objectives 
o Distinguish between rhetoric as argument or persuasion and rhetoric as a force in 

the construction of objects and reality 
o Understand how elements of Hip Hop operate as rhetorical tools 
o Understand how embodiment functions in the construction of meaning or identity 

in Hip Hop culture 
o Practice different kinds of Hip Hop rhetorics 
o Become familiar with current debates about Hip Hop 
o Learn how to rhetorically analyze debates about hip hop 
o Become familiar with Hip Hop feminism 

 

 

 

  



 

x Flyer 

Job specifics (look at courses offered, what industries are touched upon)  

o Pop culture 
o Journalism 
o Editing 
o Science & Technology 
o Digital environments 
o Publishing 
o Community/ Nonprofit 
o Civic issues 
o Health & Medicine 
o Multimedia 

Experience in the field, professional organizations 

o Imprint magazine 
o Cypress Dome 
o Writing Center 
o Society of Technical Communicators 
o Central Florida Future 
o Research opportunities 
o Writers in a series 

x Course Samples 

Marketability (courses, internships, campus publications) 

Minor supplement 

Gather course syllabuses 

Small classes, work with experienced professionals 

x T-shirt 

Aristotle, Plato 

Rhetoric, writing symbols 

What do students care about? 

  



What do technical Communicators Need to Know about Information Design? – Karen Schriver 

Rhetorical Goals: 

¾ Coordinate with website, create unity between documents 
¾ Make major accessible, less intimidating 
¾ Create modern identity  

Phase 1: Rhetorical clusters 

o Headings/ subheadings 
o Hierarchal structure 
o Logical structure (rhetorically) 
o Conversational  

o Collaboration (student desires with university goals 
o Modern & approachable 
o Define rhetoric 

o Eliminate unnecessary information 
o Work with website 
o Use broadness, flexibility to integrate in different industries to tailor 
o Communicate variety of class for different industries, e-portfolio 
o More than traditional writing jobs 

 
Phase 2: Organize (visually show content) 

o Layout 
o Symmetry/ asymmetry 
o Structure of clusters 

o Repetition 
o Alignment 

 
Phase 3: Signal structural relations 

o Visual hierarchy 
o Color, shading, line weight 
o Icons, symbols, 
o Typography 

o Face, size style, font 

 


